Abstract. In a Hubert space H, an operator C is semiclosed provided that there exists a bounded operator B on H, with range the domain of C, such that CB is bounded. The family of all such operators in H is the smallest family containing all closed operators and itself closed under any one of the following: (1) sums, (2) products, (3) strong limits on domains of closed operators. In fact, every algebraic combination of closed operators in H is the sum of two closed one-to-one operators with the same domain and closed ranges.
Introduction. Suppose that (H, < • , • » is a complete complex inner product space (i.e., a Hubert space) and let (H X H, < • , • >~) denote the usual product space. The statement that 5 is a semiclosed subspace of H means that S is a linear (but not necessarily closed) subspace of H for which there is an inner product < • , •)' such that (S, < • , •)') is complete and continuously included in H, in the sense that there is a nonnegative number b such that (x, x) < b2(x, x}' for all x in S. Now, an operator in H is understood to be a linear function from a linear subspace of H into H; hence we propose the following:
Definition. A semiclosed operator in H is an operator in H which, as a subspace of H X H, is semiclosed.
Evidently each closed operator in H is semiclosed, since any closed subspace is semiclosed. However, there exists a semiclosed operator in H whose closure is all of H X H (see §2). In fact, every function from a countable linearly independent subset of H into H has an extension which is a semiclosed linear operator in H (Theorem 12).
Herein, we show that the family S &(H) of all semiclosed operators in H is closed under addition, multiplication, inversion, restriction to semiclosed subspaces of H, and strong limits in H on such subspaces. Moreover, we find each of the following to be a necessary and sufficient condition on an operator C in H in order that C be in S Q(H) (let S denote the domain of C):
(I) C is the sum of two closed reversible (one-to-one) operators in H each having domain S and closed range (hence, continuous inverses).
(II) C is the product of a continuous operator on H with a closed positive operator in H having domain S and closed range.
(HI) C is an algebraic combination of closed operators in H.
(IV) S is a semiclosed subspace of H and C is the strong limit in H on S of a sequence of continuous operators on H.
(V) S is a semiclosed subspace of H and C is continuous from S with its natural topology into H.
From these facts, it is easy to see that the semiclosed operators in H constitute the smallest family of operators in H which contains the closed operators and is itself closed under either addition, multiplication, or strong limits on semiclosed subspaces
The phrase "natural topology" in (V) arises from the fact that if S is a semiclosed subspace of H then all inner products < • , • )' as in the definition generate the same topology on S (see Lemma A below and the comments following). Accordingly, we regard each such subspace S as equipped with this topology, and for each pair (S, S') of such subspaces, we denote by %(S, S') the family of all operators in H continuous from S to S', and abbreviate % (S, S) to % (S). In particular, <$ (H) denotes the usual family of all continuous (i.e., It may be shown with the aid of Lemma A that if S and S' are semiclosed subspaces of H and S c S' then S is continuously included in S'; thus the notion of a semiclosed subspace is, in a certain sense, not dependent upon the choice of the inner product therein or the containing space. (1) C is in S 6(H); (2) the domain of C is a semiclosed subspace S of H such that C belongs to <&(S,H); (3) there is a member (A, B) of % (H) X <& (H) such that C is the quotient AB _1; and (4) there is such a pair (A, B) as in (3) with the property that B is nonnegative andA(B~xB) = A.
Proof. Let S denote the domain of C. Suppose (1) is true, and let < • , ->0 denote an inner product for C such that (C, < " > *)o) *s complete and continuously included in H X H. By definition, there is a nonnegative number b such that for all x in S, \\(x, Cx)\\~ < b\\(x, Cx)\\0. Now for each (x,y) in S X S, let (x,y}x = (i{x, Cx), (y, Cy)}0: clearly < • , •>, is an inner product for S such that (5, <-,->,)
is complete, and for each x in S, \\x\\2 + \\Cx\\2 < b2\\x\\2x. This establishes that (2) is true.
We now prove that (2) implies (4). Suppose (2), and let < • , •), denote an inner product for the semiclosed subspace S of H as in the definition. By Lemma A, there is a nonnegative member B of % (H) such that B(H) = S and, for all (x,y) in S X S, (x,y}x = (Bxx, 5_1y>. Let A = CB: B is certainly in % (H, S) and C is by hypothesis in % (S, H), so A is in <35 (H). Since BB~X is simply the identity function on S, AB~X = CBB~X = C and AB -XB = CB = A. Hence (4) is true.
Since (4) is just a special case of (3), it remains only to show that (3) implies (1). Suppose, therefore, that (3) holds true, and for all (x, y) in H X H, let F(x, y) = (Bx, CBx). It is easy to see that F maps H X H onto C, since C has domain B(H). Also, F is linear, and if m denotes sup{||yl||, \\B\\), then for all (x, y) in H X H, we have that \\F(x,y)\\~2 = ||5x||2 + \\AB~xBx\\2 < 2m2\\x\\2 < 2/n2||(x,>')||2.
Thus F is in %(H X H), so via the application of Lemma A in H X H rather than H, we see that the range of F is a semiclosed subspace of H X H.
Thus (1) is true, and the proof is complete. Remarks. Statements (2) and (4) of Theorem 1 correspond to characterizations (V) and (II) of the Introduction, respectively. Note also that (II) implies that each member of S Q(H) with closed domain is continuous; this is a special case of the "semiclosed graph theorem" (see [1, p. 258 
]).
Theorem 2. Suppose that C is in S Q(H), S is the domain of C, and S' is a semiclosed subspace of H. Then each of these holds true:
(i) each of S and C(S) is a semiclosed subspace of H;
(ii) if S' C S then the restriction of C to 5" is in S Q(H);
(iii) if S' c S then C(S') is a semiclosed subspace of H; (iv) if S' E C(S) then C X(S') is a semiclosed subspace of H; (v) // C is reversible then C " ' is in S G(H).
Proof. Statement (i) follows at once from (3) of Theorem 1 and the fact that each member of % (H) has range a semiclosed subspace of H. Suppose that S' c S and let / denote the identity function on S'. By the comment following Lemma A, / is in ®(S", S), and by (2) of Theorem 1, C is in %(S, H). Hence CI is in <&(S', H) and therefore in S ß(H). But CI is just the restriction of C to S'; hence (ii) is true. Moreover, by (i) CI(S') = C(S') is a semiclosed subspace of //-so (iii) is also true. Now suppose that S' C C(S) and let D = C n (H X S"). Since C and H X S' are both semiclosed subspaces of H, D is also. However, D is a subset of C and therefore an operator in H; hence D is in § G(H). Since Z> has domain C ~ '(5"), (iv) is proved by applying (i) to D.
Finally, suppose C is reversible and let F(x,y) = (y,x) for all (x,y) in H X H. Then F is a semiclosed (in fact, continuous) operator in H X H which maps C onto C~1', hence by applying (iii) to F and C rather than C and 5', we get (v), and all is proved. Theorem 3. // each of C, and C2 is in S Q(H) then each of C, + C2 and CXC2 is also.
Proof. Let Sx and S2 denote the domains of Cx and C2, respectively: Sx n ^ is a semiclosed subspace of H (since by (i) of Theorem 2, each of Sx and S2 is), and thus by (ii) of Theorem 2 the restrictions of C, and C2 thereto are in S Q(H). By Theorem 1, each of these restrictions is in the linear space <3>(SX n S2, H). Thus C, + C2 is in <$(SX n S2, H) and therefore-again by Theorem 1-in S 6(H). Now let S3 denote Sx n C2(S2). By (iv) of Theorem 2, C-1^) is a semiclosed subspace of H: let C3 denote the restriction of C2 thereto. Then CXC2= CXC3, with C, in <S(S" //) and C3 in ^C^'O^),
5,). It now follows that CXC2 is in % (C2 X(S3), H) and hence in S Q(H).
Remark. Theorem 3 may be used to show that each member C of S Q(H) has an extension in S 6(H) with domain dense in H (let C = CP, where P is the projection from H onto the closure of the domain of C). Theorem 4 . Suppose that S is a semiclosed subspace of H, y is an infinite sequence each term of which is a member ofc>Q(H) having domain including S, and C is the strong limit in H of y on S. Then C is in S 6(H).
Proof. For each nonnegative integer n, the restriction of yn to S is in S 6(H) (by Theorem 2) and therefore in <S (S, H) (by Theorem 1). That C is in % (S, H) and hence in § 6(H) is an immediate consequence of the uniform boundedness principle. Proof. That (IV) is sufficient is easily seen by taking y of Theorem 4 to be •3J (H)-vahxed. To prove the necessity, we let C = AB ~x as in (4) of Theorem I. Since B is nonnegative, B~x is a self adjoint operator in the space (M, < • , • )), where M denotes the closure of B(H) in H. Let <b denote the spectral resolution of B ~ ' in that space, let P denote the projection from H onto M, and for each nonnegative integer n let yn = AfçId<bP, where / denotes the real identity function. Since S lies in M, it now follows that C is the strong limit in H on 5 of the sequence y so defined, and this completes the proof. (4) of Theorem 1, and let X denote any complex number in the resolvent set of A (e.g., ||,4|| + 1): since A -X is invertible, it follows from Theorem 7 that (A -X)B ~x is a closed operator E in H. Moreover, the range of E is the closed subspace EB(H) of H, which implies that E ~ ' is continuous in H. Let P denote the projection from H onto EB(H), let F denote the extension E ~ XP of E ~ ' to H, and let G denote X~XB. Then F~x = (A -X)B~X and G~x = XB~X, so that F(H) = G(H) = B(H) and F~x + G~x = (A -X + X)B~X = C, as was to be proved. Proof. We show first that the four numbered statements are equivalent. Suppose (1) is true, and let C denote the extension B ~ X(B* ~ XB*) of B ~ ' (see the remark following Theorem 3). Since C is in S 6(H), there is a member (A, G) of <$>(H)x<& (H) such that C = AG ~' as in (4) of Theorem 1, and since C has domain dense in //, the operator G is positive. Hence G_1 is selfadjoint. Now by hypothesis, there is a nonnegative number b such that for all x in the domain of D, \\Dx\\ <Z»p_1x|| and thus ||Z>x|| <è||Cx|| < b\\A\\ ||G_1x||. Hence (2) . That (2) implies (3), and that (3) implies (4), is obvious, so suppose (4). Representing the hypothesized semiclosed operator as a quotient AB ~x as usual, we have that for some nonnegative number b, \\Dx\\ <b\\AB'xx\\ <b\\A\\ \\B~lx\\ for all x in the domain of D, so that (1) is true. Now suppose that D has a semiclosed extension h H. Since this is just the special case of the immediately preceding argument that (4) implies (1) in which Dx = AB~xx, we get (1). Finally, suppose once again that (4) holds true, with b and AB ~x as before. For each z in H such that Bz is in the domain of D, \\DBz\\ < 6||y4|| ||5_1fiz|| < b\\A\\ \\z\\. Thus DB has an extension E which belongs to ÍB (H), and for any such E and x in the domain of D, Dx = DBB~xx = EB~xx-so that EB~X is a semiclosed extension of D. This completes our proof.
Theorem 11. Suppose that D is an operator in H with domain S and that there exists a monotonie collection J of closed subspaces of H such that J covers S and for each M in J, the restriction of D to M n S is continuous in H. Then D has a semiclosed extension in H.
Proof. Let ß denote the function on / such that, for each M in J, ß(M) is the least nonnegative number b such that 11Z>jc]| < Z»||x|| for all x in M n S. If ß is bounded then D is continuous in H, so suppose not and let {Mn}™ denote an increasing sequence of members of J such that {ß(Mn))g is unbounded. Let K denote the orthogonal complement of U J in H, and for each nonnegative integer n, let Pn denote the projection from H onto M" + K. Now let P_x = 0 and let C = 2?_0/3(Mn)(/>" -P"_x).
Since ß(Mn) is real nonnegative for each n, it follows that C is a selfadjoint operator in H, and since S is covered by the set of all terms of {P^H)}™, we have that D is continuous with respect to C in the sense indicated at the beginning of this section. Thus by (2) of Theorem 10, D has an extension in S S(H).
Theorem 12. Each function from a countable linearly independent subset of H into H has an extension in S Q(H).
Proof. This is a consequence of Theorem 11 via the observation that the linear span of such a subset is the union of a monotonically increasing sequence of finite-dimensional subspaces.
Added in proof. It has lately been brought to the author's attention that there are some points of contact between this work and [5, esp. pp. 37-50], in which the single-valued J-operators are recognizable as the objects which are termed "semiclosed operators" herein.
